
Lab 8

   Published 

Required tools: Arduino / Arduino IDE

[Step 1: Creating The Stack Class]

1. Download lab8stud.ino

2. Create a class called Stack with the following members:

a. A private integer array called stack that contains STACK_SIZE elements. You will only use this array in your
constructor and st functions. Do NOT use it directly with any of your other member functions!

b. A private integer pointer called stack_pointer.

c. A public constructor. This constructor will set the stack_pointer to the bottom of the stack. Remember that
stacks grow from bottom to top!

d. A public void function called push. This function takes one integer parameter which is the value to be pushed
on the stack. This function will push the given value onto the stack.

e. A public function called pop. This function takes no parameters, but returns an integer. This function will pop
the value given by the stack pointer.

f. A public function called sp. This function takes no parameters, but returns an integer pointer. This function will
return the stack pointer variable.

g. A public function called st. This function takes no parameters, but returns an integer pointer. This function will
return the TOP of the stack array. Remember that the stack grows from bottom to top. This function always
returns the address of the top (the first element of the stack array).

NOTE: Notice that there are no if statements, conditionals, or any boolean logic for a stack. It is up to the user to
make sure that they do not exceed the bounds of the stack. As such, you must not have any sanity checks in your
code!

[Step 2: Testing Your Stack]

1. Since you're dealing with memory locations, it is very likely that you will crash your Arduino. If you only get one
digit on the 7-segment display, and the serial monitor stops responding, your Arduino probably crashed. You may
re-upload your sketch to reset it.

2. Upload your sketch to the Arduino.

3. Open the Serial Monitor.

4. You will notice that the 7-segment display gives a value.

https://utk.instructure.com/courses/35862/files/915897/download?wrap=1


a. You should see ---- (four dashes) if the stack pointer is correctly pointing to the bottom of the stack.

b. It has two different modes that you can toggle in the serial monitor with the display command. The default
mode gives you the value at the current stack pointer. The address mode gives you the last four hex digits of the
address the stack pointer points to.

5. Button A1 (leftmost button) pushes a random value onto your stack. Button A2 (middle button) pops a value off
of the stack. (While I added logic to avoid crashing your Arduino, you should NEVER pop before you push).
Button A3 (rightmost button) will dump your stack on the serial monitor. You can also use the serial monitor
commands "push <value>" and "pop" to push and pop your stack.

6. Make sure that your stack pointer moves as you push and pop. You can see what the stack pointer points to by
the asterisk in the "dump" on the serial monitor.
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7. If your stack pointer moves appropriately and all of the values are given/taken appropriately, then you're
finished!

[You are �nished with this lab!]

Submit your .ino file as a .txt file.
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